The need to organize and analyze real-valued matrices arises in various settings -notably, in data analysis (where matrices are multivariate data sets) and in numerical analysis (where matrices represent linear operators). We provide a formal framework for matrix organization and subsequent analysis. A matrix is organized by providing two metrics -one on the column set and one on the row set. An organization is coherent if matrix entries can be predicted from close-by entries, or formally, if the matrix is Mixed Hölder in the two metrics. Coherent matrix organization becomes computationally feasible and theoretically tractable by focusing on special metrics, induced by hierarchical partition trees on the row and column sets. Finding an organization then reduces to performing simultaneous row-column hierarchical metric vector quantization of the matrix. Building on an orthogonal "Haar" transform for matrix space induced by a partition tree pair, we characterize the Mixed-Hölder matrix class in terms of tensor product wavelet coefficient decay and calculate its n-width. We also provide procedures for constructing coherent organizations and show how to quantitatively compare candidate organizations for a given matrix. We use the Haar transform to provide optimal sampling, approximation and compression algorithms for coherently organized matrices, proving that they can be substantially subsampled. When a matrix is noisy and cannot be organized so as to achieve a specified Mixed-Hölder smoothness, we show that under an easy to check condition of Besov-space type, it can be decomposed as a sum of a coherent matrix, with the specified Mixed-Hölder smoothness, and a noisy or incoherent matrix with few nonzero entries.
Introduction
We consider the problem of coherent matrix organization, informally defined as follows. Given a real-valued matrix, construct a geometric structure (such as a metric) on its row set, and a similar structure on its column set, and couple the two structures such that proximity in the coupled geometry would imply predictability of matrix entries. Coherent matrix organizations are of particular interest in data analysis (where matrices are multivariate data sets) and in numerical analysis (where matrices represent linear operators) for two main reasons.
First, the recovered geometric structures on the rows and columns often reveal information about the process that generated the matrix. For example, for a data matrix they are proxies of the between-row and between-column covariance matrices -objects that often cannot be estimated directly from a single matrix. For a matrix containing physical measurements (such as a potential operator) they encode spatial information on the measurement locations.
Second, coherent organization leads to matrix analysis: the ability to predict some matrix entries from others naturally leads to algorithms for compression, approximation, filtering, denoising and sampling. We start by reviewing two scenarios where a systematic treatment of coherent matrix organization is of interest.
Matrix organization in Data analysis
The past two decades have seen an explosive increase in the number of applications for analysis of multivariate data sets of a new kind. In these data sets, the classical statistical distinction between "samples" and "features" is no longer valid, as both rows and columns of the data matrix can be treated as features and exhibit nontrivial correlation. We follow [1] in referring to such datasets as Transposable Arrays (TAs), a term proposed by Art Owen.
Analysis of TA data has been considered in several different research communities, under multiple names, and in various application scenarios. We mention Benzecri's Correspondence Analysis [4, 19] and the Duality Diagram method [21, 14] , the Information Bottleneck method [30] , Transposable Regularized Covariance Models [1] , Plaid Models [24] , Probabilistic Relational Models [23] and Hierarchical Relational Models [9, 6] . Current applications include genetics, recommendation systems, psychological personality inventories, information retrieval, document classification, automated medical diagnosis, and even environmental engineering and climate science.
It is customary for multivariate data to be arranged into n × p arrays. Data sets that have been studied in classical multivariate statistics have n anonymous rows, sampled independently from some distribution F on p named, real-world variables represented by the columns. In classical statistical theory p n and most of the theoretical results are asymptotic as n → ∞. The rows are uncorrelated, and are mainly of interest as a means to understand the columns (or at least to estimate their correlation structure).
In contrast, in TA data both rows and columns correspond to real-world variables or entities of enduring interest. The values of n and p are often of comparable magnitude, may both be large, and in an asymptotic analysis, must both be allowed to grow to infinity. The correlation structure of both rows and columns is of interest, yet simultaneous estimation of both correlation matrices from a single data matrix is impossible.
As the potential number of parameters in a TA model is extremely large (e.g the model X ∼ N (0, Σ 1 ⊗ Σ 2 ) needs about 1 4 (np) 2 parameters to describe an array with np entries), it is desirable to find a simple (in terms of number of degrees of freedom) yet interpretable model that capitalizes on the unique characteristics of TAs.
In the context of TA analysis, the theory developed below leads to a nonparametric model for TAs, as well as to estimation algorithms for typical TA analysis tasks.
Matrix organization in numerical analysis
A bottleneck in many numerical analysis tasks involves the need to store very large matrices, apply them to vectors and compute functions of the operators they represent. Of SIAM editor's choice for the 10 top algorithms of the 20th Century [10] , two -the Fast Fourier Transform and the Fast Multiple Method -are explicitly based on exploiting the known geometrical organization of the row set and the column set of the matrix at hand.
Consider the Fast Multipole Method algorithm [20] , which organizes a matrix
of electrostatic or gravitational interactions between a known set of sources {x i } ⊂ R 3 and a known set of receivers {y j } ⊂ R 3 , by exploiting the known geometry of the source set (the column set, say) and the receiver set (the row set). A similar approach yields fast wavelet transforms of linear operators [5] . There, too, the known organization of matrix rows and columns leads to efficient algorithms for storing, applying and computing functions of certain linear operators.
Suppose however that we wish to apply an analog of the Fast Multipole method to a given matrix of electrostatic interactions, M i,j = x i − y j −1 , where the sets {x i } and {y j } themselves are unknown. The order in which rows and columns are given is meaningless, yet the locations {x i } and {y j } remain encoded in M .
In this context, the theory developed below leads to an algorithm which is able, even for some oscillatory potentials, to recover the underlying coupled source and receiver geometries, and furthermore leads to an orthonormal basis implementing a corresponding fast transform, analogous to [5] . Interestingly, the 1 norm of matrix coefficients in this basis measures the compression rate it is able to achieve: We will prove below that this norm controls the mixed smoothness of the matrix, motivating the introduction of this notion of coherency.
Overview and main results
Let M be a matrix and denote its column set by X and its row set by Y . M can be viewed as a function on their product, namely M : X × Y → R.
Definition 1.
A coherent matrix organization of M is a pair of nontrivial metrics ρ X on X and ρ Y on it Y , such that for all x 0 , x 1 ∈ X and y 0 , y 1 ∈ Y ,
α for constants C > 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1. (The approximation error may depend on x 0 , x 1 , y 0 , y 1 ).
In other words, in a coherent matrix organization, the value f (x 1 , y 1 ) can be estimated from entries at three neighboring points with quadratic (to the α) error. This condition is simply the Taylor expansion form of the so-called Mixed-Hölder condition
This definition of coherent matrix organization appears too general to be useful. There are two reasons to restrict our attention to coherent organizations where the metrics are not general but rather tree metrics induced by hierarchical sets of increasingly refined partitions, or partition trees [2, 3] . First, on the computational side, tree metrics are ultrametrics that lead to feasible, indeed efficient, algorithms. The second reason is even more crucial. Tree metrics are intimately related to simple orthonormal Haar-like bases induced by their generating partition tree [17] . In the analogous Euclidean setting of real functions on [0, 1] 2 , the Mixed-Hölder condition is a relaxation of the bounded mixed derivative condition, which admits approximation and sampling results in high dimensions [7, 27, 29] . These results all rely on hierarchical partitions of [0, 1] in each dimension and on bases they induce. Interestingly, tree metrics and their induced Haar-like bases allow these results to carry over to case of coherently organized matrices.
We therefore focus on a particularly simple kind of coherent matrix organizations, in which the metrics ρ X and ρ Y are tree metrics on X and on Y , relative to the normalized counting measures on X and Y respectively. The results below provide additional evidence that matrices with a tree-based coherent organization constitute a natural and useful class.
Our framework for coherent matrix organization is developed below as follows. In §2 we present the notions of partition trees and tree metrics on an abstract set, as well as Haar-like bases induced by partition trees. In §3 we introduce the class of matrices that are coherently organized, or Mixed-Hölder, with respect to a given pair of partition trees, and characterize it by the decay rate of expansion coefficient in the tensor product of the induced Haar-like bases. In §4 we discuss two heuristic procedures for finding such tree-based coherent organizations of a given matrix. We remark that finding performance guarantees for the methods presented, or finding optimal (in a formal sense provided below) procedures for matrix organization, is an interesting open problem.
Our main results are approximation, sampling and decomposition theorems for a coherently organized matrix. As mentioned above, the underlying ideas come from Euclidean harmonic analysis and approximation theory, but turn out to remain valid -and powerful -in a much more general setting. These analysis theorems yield efficient algorithms for matrix analysis tasks, which become available once a coherent organization is found, including matrix approximation (or compression), completion (or sampling) and denoising.
In §5 we use the above characterization of Mixed-Hölder class to calculate the Kolmogorov n-width of the Mixed-Hölder class in L 2 and conclude that the subspace spanned by tensor Haar-like functions with large support is an extremal linear subspace for L 2 approximation. We also show that this subspace is surprisingly efficient for L ∞ approximation: ε . This implies a lossy compression algorithm (in both L 2 and L ∞ sense) for coherently organized matrices. In §6 we provide a sampling, or approximate matrix completion scheme for calculating this approximation of a coherently organized matrices from a minimal number of samples. Finally, in §7 we prove a matrix decomposition theorem of Calderon-Zygmund type, whereby matrices with small p norm of tensor Haar-like expansion coefficients decompose into a coherent, namely mixed Hölder part, and an incoherent, or noisy, part with small support. This result leads to a coherency criterion for comparing candidate partition-tree pairs for a given matrix. In particular, the problem of finding the "most coherent" organization for a given matrix becomes an optimization problem on the space or tree pairs. This result also yields an efficient algorithm for detecting and denoising areas in the matrix that are incoherent with respect to a given tree pair.
While our focus is on the case of matrices (particularly data matrices and matrix operators), the above theorems generalize immediately to approximation, sampling and denoising of rank-d real-valued tensors.
Basics I: Trees, tree metrics and Haar-like bases
The basic ingredients for coherent matrix organization with tree-based metrics are partition trees on an abstract set X, the tree metric they induce on X and the orthonormal Haar-like bases they induce for the function space {f : X → R}. These notions were introduced in [17] .
Partition trees
Let X = {x 1 , . . . x N } be a finite set. Consider a sequence of L finer and finer partitions of X, denoted X 0 , . . . X L . For each 0 L, the partition at level is composed of n( ) mutually disjoint sets, which we call folders,
such that
The finest partition, at level = L, is composed of n(L) = N singleton folders: X L k = {x k } for k = 1 . . . N . The coarsest partition, at level = 0, is composed of a single folder, X 0 1 = X. The partitions are nested in the sense that for 0 < L, each folder X k ∈ X is a subset of a folder from X −1 . Any such sequence T of partitions is called a partition tree, or simply a tree, on X. We let subf olders( , k) ⊂ {1 . . . n( + 1)} be the set of indices such that
Definition 2. Let T be a partition tree with levels
for any , k and any j ∈ subf olders ( , k).
Note that the quantity B/B measures the deviation of the tree T from a "perfectly balanced" k-ary tree.
The Tree Metric induced by a partition tree
Consider an abstract set X equipped with a partition tree T X . Below, any finite set X is considered with its normalized counting measure, denoted by |·|. For each set S ⊂ X, we write |S| = #S #X . Definition 3. The metric ρ X on X, induced by the partition tree T X , is defined by
where f older(x, y) is the smallest folder in any level of T X containing both x and y.
This ultra-metric has been considered in [2, 3] in the context of metric approximation.
Haar-like bases
There is a discrete analog of multi-resolution analysis associated with a partition tree. Let V = f f : X → R . Each partition X induces a sub-
Definition 4. A Haar-like basis Ψ for W is an orthonormal basis of the form
where for each 1 k n( ), the function ψ ,k,j is supported on the folder X k . A Haar-like basis Ψ for V is a union of Haar-like bases for each W , 0 L − 1, together with the normalized constant function on X,
. Namely,
.
For a Haar-like function ψ = ψ ,k,j ∈ Ψ we write I(ψ) = X k for the folder on which ψ is supported.
Haar-like coefficient decay of Hölder functions
Consider an abstract set X equipped with a partition tree T X and its induced tree metric ρ X .
This function class can be characterized by decay of coefficients of f in any Haar-like basis induced by T X . Theorem 1. Let T X be a partition tree on a set X, let ρ by the tree metric induced by T X and let Ψ be a Haar-like basis induced by T X . There exist explicit δ T X ,α > 0 that depend on the tree T X and on α alone such that for any f :
See [18] for the proof, where it is shown that we can take
Basics II: Mixed-Hölder matrices and Tensor Haar-like bases
Analysis of functions on an abstract set X using a Haar-like basis, induced by a partition tree, extends naturally to product of two abstract sets. We now define the tensor product of Haar-like bases and use it to characterize the class of Mixed-Hölder functions on a product set X × Y . In the following sections, we term such matrices coherently organized and base our analysis on this characterization.
Tensor Haar-like bases
Let X and Y by abstract sets equipped with partition trees T X = {X k } and T Y = {Y s r }, respectively, where 0 ≤ ≤ L and 0 ≤ s ≤ S. Consider the product set X × Y with the normalized counting measure | · |.
If Ψ X = {ψ ,k,j } and Ψ Y = {φ s,r,i } are Haar-like basis induced by these partition trees, then
is the corresponding tensor Haar-like basis. Clearly Ψ is an orthonormal basis for {f : X × Y → R}. For simplicity, we denote by {ψ} the the elements of Ψ. For a tensor Haar-like basis function ψ(x, y) = ψ ,k,j (x)φ s,r,i (y), we denote by R(ψ) = X k × Y s r its supporting "rectangle".
Mixed-Hölder matrices
Consider now two abstract sets X and Y equipped with partition trees T X and T Y , respectively. Let ρ X and ρ Y denote the tree metrics they induce.
for all x 0 , x 1 ∈ X and y 0 , y 1 ∈ Y .
Note that any matrix M ∈ R m×n is a function on such a product of abstract sets: By denoting the set of rows by Y and the set of columns by X, we can write M : X × Y → R. When a matrix M is equipped with two partition trees, on the row set and on the column set, we can speak of Mixed-Hölder matrices.
We denote the class of (C, α) Mixed-Hölder functions, w.r.t. the metrics induced by the partition tree pair, by M H(C, α). Note that the domain X × Y and the partition trees T X , T Y are implicit in our notation.
Theorem 1 above extends naturally to a characterization of M H(C, α) by tensor Haar-like coefficients.
Theorem 2. Let X (resp. Y ) be a set equipped with a partition tree T X (resp. T Y ) and let Ψ be a tensor Haar-like basis on X × Y . For any f : X × Y → R we have:
where δ T X ,α and δ T Y ,α are defined in Theorem 1 above.
Proof. For (1), suppose first that f ∈ M H (C, α). Let ψ ∈ Ψ and write R(ψ) = I × J where I = X k and J = Y s r for some , k, r, s. Choose points x ∈ I and y ∈ J. Since R f (x, y )ψ(x, y) dxdy = 0 and similarly for f (x , y) and f (x , y ), we have
where we have used the fact that, since I is a partition folder in T X , by definition of ρ X we have
2 ) for all ψ ∈ Ψ. Fix x 0 , x 1 ∈ X and y 0 , y 1 ∈ Y . Write Ψ X = {ψ} and Ψ Y = {φ} for the Haar-like bases induced by T X and T Y , respectively. Thus
Write I(ψ) and J(φ) for the partition folder supporting ψ and φ, respectively. We now expand f :
Using the Hölder condition that a ψ satisfies and invoking Theorem 1 again, we find that g is
α , α -Hölder in its variable x. Therefore,
as required.
Coherent matrix organization
We can finally turn to our main subject, matrix organization. In what follows, M is a matrix with column set X and row set Y . In Definition 1 we introduced the term coherent organization with constants (C, α) for a matrix
By this we mean a pair of metrics ρ X on X and ρ Y on Y such that M : X × Y → R is (C, α) Mixed-Hölder with respect to ρ X and ρ Y , in the sense of Definition 6. As explained in §1.3, we focus on coherent organizations given by tree-based metrics. Some additional evidence that the definition of tree-based coherent matrix organization is natural will appear in the next few sections.
The problem of finding a coherent organization for given (C, α) thus reduces to finding partition trees T X and T Y for X and Y such that M ∈ M H(C, α) with respect to ρ T X and ρ T Y .
Since M has finitely many entries, any matrix is in M H(C, α) for any α and C large enough. It is the other extreme that is interesting. More concretely, one way to formulate the problem of coherent matrix organization is as follows: Given a matrix M , and constants (C, α), how to determine whether there exist, and if so find, partition trees T X and T Y with respect to which M ∈ M H(C, α)? Alternatively, for a given exponent α, what the least possible C such that there exist partition trees T X and T Y with respect to which M ∈ M H(C, α)? It would be interesting ask for easy to check conditions for a matrix to admit a (C, α) coherent organization, or for data generating processes that typically yield matrices that admit such matrices. These questions are beyond our current scope.
In §7 below, we will see that an optimization problem formulation is also possible, namely: find T X and T Y that minimize the coherency criterion Currently, we do not know how to find optimal solutions. This optimization problem as stated might be computationally hard. We instead propose heuristics based on alternating construction of partition trees on X and Y . For example, one can consider an iterative method that is obtained by using a known tree on one dimension to construct an improved tree on the other dimension, and vice versa. Another possible attractive approach to building a tree on the columns (say) is such that each row would be a Hölder function relative to the induced column tree metric. As we note below, a multiscale hierarchical quantization tree has this property. If, on the other hand, the columns lie on a compact submanifold of Euclidean space, then a tree construction using the geodesic or diffusion metric is more suitable since arc length along the manifold is always longer than the ambient Euclidean distance.
We now present two heuristic tree optimization methods. Both methods assume that one of the trees is already given and use it to construct the other. In some problems, external knowledge on the entities, represented by the rows and columns, is available that can be used to construct one of the trees, or both, without looking at the matrix. When no such information is available, we will describe below how the first tree might be constructed from the matrix directly.
Completely different constructions of metric pairs for the rows and columns of a given matrix, and in particular constructions of partition tree pairs, have been proposed based on graphical and Bayesian methods, e.g. [6, 23] . Comparing these different methods is beyond our current scope. We note, however, that the coherency criterion mentioned above provides a standard, real-valued yardstick that can be used to compare candidate tree pairs -regardless of the way they were obtained. In some settings mentioned in the introduction -gene ontologies come to mind -tree pairs are provided with the data as external information, and it is of interest to assess the compatibility between the data and these external trees. In other problems, we would like to compare the performance of candidate algorithms for building trees. The coherency criterion yardstick can be used in either case.
Common tasks
Both methods below share common tasks, which we now describe. As usual, M is a matrix with column set X and row set Y , and #X is the cardinality of X. By transposing M if necessary, we can restrict our attention to the column set.
Task I: Columns to column-graph
Our first common task is to provide an initial organization of X, as preparation for constructing a partition tree on X. Think of the columns of M as #X vectors in R #Y . The global Euclidean metric in R #Y is often not useful for organizing the column set X, as the distances are only meaningful locally. We thus extend the Euclidean distances through a weighted graph on X, whose edge weights (which are stored as entries of the affinity matrix W ) represent similarity between columns. A standard way to start is by using the Heat kernel [12] : for x, x ∈ X define W x,
There are many other choices of similarity kernels in the literature. The purpose of constructing W is to link the discrete collection of points in X into a global geometric structure, in which multiscale partition trees are easily constructed.
Task II:
Column-graph to column-tree Our second common task is to produce a partition tree on X, given an affinity matrix W on X as above. This is sometimes known as hierarchical quantization trees, and again there are many approaches in the literature. One example is through the use of diffusion on the graph W at different time scales [13] .
Specifically, we have found the following bottom-up approach [17] particularly useful. At the finest level, = L, we have #X singleton folders: X L i = {x i } i for i = 1 . . . #X. Let W L = W the given affinity matrix. Each coarsened level is constructed recursively by k-means clustering with a constraint that each cluster contains at most K folders of the finer level. Given the coarse partition at some level , we define a corresponding coarse affinity matrix W between its folders by W X i , X j = k∈subf olders( ,i),m∈subf olders( ,j)
where W 2 +1 is the matrix square of W +1 . Taking the square of the affinity matrix is equivalent to changing the time scale of the diffusion [17] .
The next coarser partition is constructed from this affinity. Squaring the affinity at each new coarse level captures structures in W at different scales. As each partition is constructed using a pseudo random k-means clustering procedure, the resulting partition tree itself is pseudo random.
Alternatively, in order to work with Euclidean distances instead of edge weights, we can embed W in a low-dimensional Euclidean space using the Diffusion embedding [12] and perform the k-means using nearest neighbor search in Euclidean space.
Method 1: Imposing Mixed-Hölder smoothness
Let M by a matrix with column set X and row set Y and let 0 < α ≤ 1. Suppose that we have available a partition tree T X on the column set X (transpose M if necessary), with the property that every rows satisfies the same Hölder condition in the induced metric ρ X , namely that for some C > 0 and any y ∈ Y , the (row) function x → M (x, y) is (C, α)-Hölder in ρ X . If no such tree on the columns is available from external information, kernelizing the columns to a graph (task I of §4.1.1) and constructing a partition tree based on it (task II of §4.1.2) will provide such a tree. A different, perhaps less useful initial tree construction is by building a vector quantization tree on the columns, in which the diameter of all folders in level is proportional to 2 − . As we now show, given such a partition tree T X , it is always possible to construct a matching partition tree T Y on Y , such that M is (C, α)-Mixed Hölder for some C that is not trivially large (The least Hölder constant C achievable by this method depends on particular properties of M and T X ).
The matching partition tree T Y is constructed as follows. Let Ψ X = {ψ} be a Haar-like basis for the space of functions on X induced by T X . Perform the Haar-like transform in the x coordinate to obtain the matrix which amounts to
By Theorem 2, this implies that M is (Cδ T X ,α δ T Y ,α , α)-Mixed Hölder, where δ T X ,α and δ T Y ,α are defined in that theorem.
The value of this organization therefore depends on the constants C and δ T Y ,α . For example, we have observed empirically that if M is a mixed-Hölder matrix whose rows and columns had been permuted, then the above construction will recover an organization almost as good as the original, unpermuted one, in a sense to be explained in §7 below.
Method 2: An alternating organization procedure
The alternating organization procedure was introduced in [31] . This is a useful iterative heuristic for constructing coherent organizations for a given matrix. It assumes an existing tree T X on the columns, and uses it to build a tree T Y on Y . The procedure enters a new iteration by transposing M and using T Y as the existing tree.
If no initial tree for the columns is available, we use tasks I and II ( §4.1.1 and §4.1.2) to construct an initial tree T X on X.
We now need the following definition. Suppose that f : X → R is a function on X and T X is a partition tree on X. Define an extended functioñ f : T X → R on all the partition folders in all the levels of T X byf :
. Namely,f maps every folder X k in T X to the average of
. Indeedf : T X → R is an extension of f , augmenting its original values by its average values on all folders in all levels of T X .
We can now describe a single iteration of the alternating organization procedure. For each y ∈ Y , the row M (·, y) : x → M (x, y) of M is a function on X. Denote byM (·, y) its extension with respect to T X as defined above. LetM denote the matrix obtained this way, whose rows are indexed by Y and whose columns are indexed by T X . Now use task I ( §4.1.1) to kernelize the rows of M (the extensions of the original rows of M ) and task II ( §4.1.2) to create a partition tree T Y on Y . To enter a new iteration, transpose M and use T Y as the existing tree. This procedure is iterated as long as the coherency criterion discussed in §7 indicates improvement.
Approximation
For the remainder of this paper, we will not discuss construction of trees for a given matrix M further. Instead, we reverse the scenario. We assume a given tree pair T X , T Y and study the matrix class M H(C, α), namely those matrices that are (C, α) Mixed-Hölder with respect to the induced tree metrics ρ X , ρ Y .
In the Euclidean setting, J.O. Strömberg [29] has shown that the subspace spanned by classical tensor Haar basis functions with large support is very efficient in representing functions on [0, 1] d with bounded mixed derivatives. This idea -sorting tensor wavelet basis functions by support size and using an approximation subspace spanned by those with large support -can be traced back to Smolyak's quadrature formulas [28] . The elegance of this idea is marred by the fact that the bounded mixed derivatives condition is too restrictive to be useful in most applications where high dimensional approximation and quadrature are needed. To be quickly convinced, note that it is not invariant under various transformations, notably coordinate change in R d . In the setting of data matrices, however, our Mixed-Hölder condition -a relaxation of the bounded mixed derivatives condition -becomes the natural condition for coherent matrix organization (see [11] for further discussion). In this section and in the following one, we show that the approximation and sampling theorems of [28, 29, 7 ] extend very naturally to M H(C, α).
Approximation in L 2
Again let X and Y be abstract sets equipped with partition trees T X and T Y , respectively, and consider the induced tensor Haar-like basis Ψ. We begin by showing that the subspace span R {ψ | |R(ψ)| > ε}, namely the span of basis functions in Ψ supported on large "rectangles", is useful for approximating M H(C, α). Through the remainder of this paper, let B, B be such that both T X and T Y are B, B -balanced (in the sense of Definition 2). We suppress the obvious dependence of B, B on T X and T Y . Note that 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 2 measures the discrepency between B and B, namely the tree diviation from balance, while β > 0 measures the maximal grows rate of the tree.
Proof. By Parseval's equality and Theorem 2 we have
and the theorem now follows from Lemma 1 below.
we have
Proof. Recall that X is the -th partition of X in T X . For the product partition of X × Y in level ( , s), induced by the partitions X and Y s , we write
We note the following holds for any , k. First,
Second, B +s ≤ |R| ≤ B +s for all R ∈ R ,s . Let N = log B ε and N = log B ε . Since there are at most B −2 tensor basis functions associated with each rectangle, and since |R| > ε for R ∈ R ,s when + s < N , we have
,s R∈R ,s s.t.|R|≤ε
For the first term we have
For the second term we have
A simple calculation gives
where β = 1 − B 2α −1 .
n-width and optimal L 2 approximation
In fact, the subspace {ψ ∈ Ψ | |R(ψ)| > ε} is extremal (namely, optimal) in the sense that it has minimal dimension with respect to uniform approximation
To see this, we now use the characterization of M H(C, α) by tensor Haarlike coefficients in order to calculate the so-called Kolmogorov n-width of the
Recall that the Kolmogorov n-width [26] of a subset A ⊂ V in a normed space V with norm · V is defined as
where the leftmost infimum is taken over all n-dimensional subspaces of V . In other words, this is the least uniform approximation error (in · V ) possible when using n-dimensional subspaces to approximate the elements of A. In this case, any subspace L n V achieving this infimum is called an extremal subspace.
Theorem 4. Consider the space M H(C, α) corresponding to a given pair of partition trees and choose ε > 0. Let
where β, γ and δ T X ,α δ T Y ,α were defined in Theorem 3. Moreover, the subspace Span {ψ ∈ Ψ | |R(ψ)| > ε} (the subspace spanned by tensor Haar-like functions with large support, which appeared in Definition 7) is extremal.
Proof. Consider the canonical isometry T :
we appeal to [26, pp. 258, Theorem 3.2] , whereby for every m ∈ N,
where D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal values (
In the case of our oper-
Taking m → ∞, we get inf
where g was defined in Theorem 3. By Theorem 2 we have T (M H(C, α)) ⊂ mh(C, α) and mh( H(C, α) ). Therefore,
as required. The fact that the subspace L = Span {ψ ∈ Ψ | |R(ψ)| > ε} is extremal, namely that L is a subspace of dimension n(ε) such that
now follows directly from [26, pp. 258, Theorem 3.2] . Note that this provides an alternative proof for Theorem 3.
Approximation in L ∞
Inspired by Strömberg's result [29] in the Euclidean setting, we now show that the subspace Span{ψ | |R(ψ)| > ε} is useful for approximating M H(C, α) in L ∞ norm as well.
Lemma 2.
1. Let ψ ∈ Ψ X be a Haar-like basis on the set X induced by the partition tree T X . For any ψ ,k,j ∈ Ψ X we have ψ ∞ ≤ (|I(ψ)| · B) Proof. Recall that ψ ,k,j is piecewise constant on subfolders of X k . Denote by ψ ,k,j X +1 κ its constant value on the subfolder X +1 κ . Then
where we have used the fact that |X This allows us to proof an approximation theorem in L ∞ .
For f ∈ M H(C, α), we have The theorem now follows from Lemma 3 below.
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 and is omitted. Note that when both partition trees are balanced (namely when B = B) we have γ = 0, and the approximation error bound to leading order is Cβ B 3 ε α log B (ε).
We thus recover (up to constants forced by possibly non-dyadic trees) Strömberg's theorem [29] . However, our assumption of Mixed-Hölder is weaker than the bounded mixed derivative condition assumed there.
Sampling
Efficient sampling and quadrature formulas for functions on [0, 1] d with bounded mixed derivatives can be traced back to Smolyak [28] . A modern treatment of these ideas is known as the Sparse Grid framework [7] . As we now show, this scheme can be applied in a much more general setting. The bounded mixed derivatives condition can be relaxed to Mixed Hölder, and the product Euclidean space can be relaxed to our setting of an abstract product space equipped with partition trees. As with the rest of this paper, we derive results for matrices (d = 2), and note that extension to general rank-d tensor (which would correspond to the the d-dimensional Euclidean cube) are straightforward.
Let M be a matrix with row and column sets X and Y , and let T X and T Y be partition trees on X and Y respectively. Recall that the -th (resp. s-th) partition in X T (resp. T Y ) is denoted by X (resp. Y s ). Denote by
s } the set of all rectangles that are products of partition folders in the levels and s, and let R = ,s R ,s be the set of all rectangles.
We now consider a scheme to reconstruct M , or an approximation to M , from a partial set of samples of M . Assume that {x k } ⊂ X and {y 
and write P X M (x, y) = P X M (x, y) for simplicity. Note that
Since P X and P s Y commute, so do ∆ X and ∆
, where k(x, ) is such that x ∈ X k(x, ) and similarly for r(y, s).
By substituting M with
if necessary, we may assume that P
Assume now that M is (C, α) Mixed-Hölder. We have seen that we can neglect terms in the sum in (6) belonging to "small" rectangles while controlling the loss of precision. Formally, consider the following Samples taken on such a sampling set lead to an approximate reconstruction of M . We define
The Mixed-Hölder condition ∆
with and Lemma 3, implies that for any (x, y) ∈ X × Y we have
We have thus proved a sampling theorem for Mixed-Hölder matrices.
Theorem 6. Let M be (C, α) Mixed-Hölder w.r.t the partition tree pair (T X , T Y ) and let x k , y s r be a sampling set to precision ε for some ε > 0. Let M be a reconstruction of M based on this sampling set, as defined in (7). Then
where
Note that when both partition trees are balanced, namely when B = B we have γ = 0, so that the leading term in the reconstruction error bound is Cε α log B (ε). We therefore recover (up to constants forced by possibly nondyadic trees) the sparse grid sampling scheme [7] . However, our assumption of Mixed-Hölder is weaker than the bounded mixed derivative condition assumed there.
In the context of matrices, sampling and reconstruction schemes are known as matrix completion schemes. Recent methods for exact matrix completion assume that the signal matrix is low-rank and reconstruct by solving large scale convex optimization programs [8, 22] . The approach presented here is different in several aspects. First, our data model is different. In various transposable array analysis problems, the Mixed-Hölder assumption seems to be more realistic for data matrices than the low-rank assumption. For example, when there are strong correclations between specific (and a-priori unknown) subsets of the rows and columns variables, the matrix consists of low-rank tiles, but is not itself low rank. Also, our sampling and reconstruction scheme is an approximate matrix completion scheme, with L ∞ and L 2 bound on the approximation error. Finally, the reconstruction complexity is different: Once a tree pair is available, with respect to which the original matrix is M H(C, α) and with respect to which the samples are sufficient, our reconstruction scheme is linear in the samples, and does not involve solving an optimization program.
Decomposition
In the presence of noise, measurement errors and outliers, it is unrealistic to expect matrices which satisfy the strict (C, α)-Mixed Hölder with a small constant C. We therefore consider a more relaxed condition, defined through tensor-Haar coefficients, and show that functions satisfying the relaxed condition can be decomposed into a coherent part, satisfying a mixed Hölder condition, and an incoherent, noisy part with few nonzero entries. A trade off exists between the Hölder constants of the coherent part and the support size of the incoherent part. A formal method for comparing candidate tree-pairs for a given matrix will follow.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a systematic treatment of coherent matrix organization. By augmenting a matrix by additional structure, namely a partition tree pair, with respect to which the matrix entries are Mixed Hölder, we are able to propose algorithms for approximation, sampling and compression with desirable optimality properties. We have shown that the notion of coherent matrix organization admits a concrete mathematical formulation, and even becomes an optimization problem on the set of partition tree pairs. Currently we can only propose heuristic solutions to this problem.
We restricted the discussion to coherent organizations, whose metrics are tree-based. Tree metrics allowed us to develop a theory, to consider algorithmic construction of coherent organizations and to introduce efficient matrix analysis algorithms. However, a main drawback of this restriction to trees is that the Haar-like bases associated with them, upon which our entire analysis is based, are discontinuous basis functions that inevitably introduce artificial discontinuities. A useful way of coping with this difficulty and obtaining a coherent matrix organization based on metrics that are free from such artificial discontinuities is inspired by [15] : Simply average the coherent part (from the decomposition in Theorem 7) using various realizations of the partition tree pair.
In any application domain where high-quality methods for constructing coherent organizations are found, the methods presented here show promise to provide new data analysis and numerical analysis tools, which are both practical and amenable to theoretical analysis.
Our ability to discover coherent organizations for a given matrix (let alone the best organizations in the sense of §4), or to provide conditions under which a given matrix admits a coherent organization, is however not satisfactory and poses a challenge for future work.
